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WHAT IS IRON WOODS® ?  Iron Woods ®  is the original, leading brand of naturally durable wood products. 
Favored by design professionals and consumers alike, the Iron Woods®  brand has become synonymous with  
commitment to superior quality and sustainable resources. Our product’s strength, hardness and durability have 
been proven again and again in demanding commercial applications like the famous Atlantic City and Coney 
Island Boardwalks and in backyards across America.

For more information and photos on these items and the full range of  
Iron Woods ©  products, please visit us at www.ironwoods.com .

WOOD DECKING   When you specify the Iron Woods®  brand, you can 
rest assured that you will receive the highest quality products available 
in the market. And anyone who has ventured into a lumber store and 
picked through a pile of wood can attest to the fact that not all lumber  
is created equal. For decades, professionals around the world have come 
to trust the Iron Woods ® brand as the symbol for quality, consistency  
and durability.

WOOD DECK TILES   Iron Woods ®  deck tiles are a beautiful  
alternative to traditional decking. They come in a variety of elegant  
designs and are made from the same high-quality wood species that we 
use for our decking. Deck tiles are available in 12” x 12” interlocking 
tiles and 24” x 24” tiles with or without “Elevations” pedestals.  

WOOD SIDING & RAINSCREEN CLADDING   When looking for a 
natural alternative to concrete or vinyl, commercial clients and home-
owners alike turn to the Iron Woods®  brand for the highest quality and 
most durable products. 

WOOD HANDRAILS / ACCESSORIES   When constructing a deck, 
most people want to have rail and stair components that match the  
quality and durability of their decking material. To answer the need,  
we stock a variety of rail and stair components ready to be shipped to 
your location.

BOARDWALK & MARINAS   Timber Holdings USA  has  
been supplying decking to the international boardwalk, pier and marine 
construction industry for over 30 years. Contractors and municipalities 
have long recognized that Timber Holdings USA. is the go-to company if 
they want their projects completed to specification and on time to avoid 
costly construction delays.
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